LAND EXPERIENCE MICE
LAND ROVER APULIAN SAFARI
TCM201

If you are looking up for the meaning of the term adventure into a dictionary, you will find this explanation: “an
exciting experience that is typically bold, sometimes risky and undertaking, filled with charm because of the
unexpected and unknown outcome”. We do really well know the final result of the Experience we are proposing:
let your delegates jump on a fleet of off-road vehicles and drive along unbeaten paths, the Fun Factor is granted by
the unusual approach of the young staff of local adventurers and the Wow factor by the exploration of the local
rural landscapes! A 3 hours and ½ tour on a Land Rover Defender or a Discovery SUVs equipped with all security
systems, which will let them explore Puglia out of the touristic schemes. Particularly fitted for Team Building

activities, on board of these 4x4 vehicles, attendees will easily feel part of a team involved into an adventurous
mission full of adrenaline and culture. We will start from your hotel and follow a circular itinerary through the most
picturesque villages of Puglia countryside such as Monopoli, Fasano and Cisternino; after crossing paved roads,
the fleet will reach the hearth of a centenary 400 acres olive grove. Plan a pic-nick stop here before going on with
the itinerary. Following a second paved route and some other gravel ones, we will finally reach a thick bush in the
mid of the countryside where in total security, the driving skills of each team will be tested on a challenging trail
supported by the expertise of our escorts. A testing driving activity will be faced afterwards on a professional circuit
with ups and downs where the technical approach will be finally mastered by delegates. The activity is for a
maximum of 50 participants: Five passengers maximum on board of each Defender with a maximum of 10 cars
connected via CB radio. Quote for Food and Beverages on RQ.
Estimated total time for the activity: 3 hours and ½ + eventual pic nick on rq / Every day upon availability

minimum 15 participants
PRICE PER PERSON- starting from

€ 120,00 + VAT 22%

minimum 35 - maximum 50 participants
PRICE PER PERSON- starting from

€ 100,00 + VAT 22%

